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General Information 
This guide will help configure Microsoft System Center Operation Manager 2007 to look at group policy 

object changes in a monitored domain. 

Please open ‘Microsoft System Center Operation Manager 2007 folder’ | ‘Operations Console’ tool in 

the Start menu. 

 

Creating Event Monitor 
This section describes the creation of a basic Windows event monitor. Please perform the following 

steps: 

1. Navigate to the ‘Authoring’ space and highlight the ‘Monitors’ object (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. The Monitors space in the Operations console 

2. Right-click ‘Monitors’ and select ‘Create a monitor’. Select ‘Unit monitor’ item. Unit monitor is the 

lowest level of monitoring and carries out the monitoring of a particular component or aspect of a 

monitored machine. This is the most commonly used monitor. 

3. The ‘Create a unit monitor’ wizard opens with the Select a Monitor Type screen displayed (see Figure 

2) 



 

Figure 2. The different monitor types 

Specify the management pack you want to add the monitor to (Default Management Pack by default). 

Click Next. 

4. Enter a Name, Description, Monitor Target, and Parent Monitor for the new monitor (see Figure3). 

Name the monitor Active Directory, Group Policy and Exchange Changes monitor. 

 

Figure 3. General properties 



Set the parent monitor (the monitor under which this one will reside) to ‘Availability’.  

Click the Select button and set the target for the monitor. From the list in Figure 4, select Windows 

Domain Controller by browsing to the object and selecting it.  

 

Figure 4 – Choosing Windows Domain  Controller as a target   

 Click Ok. Click Next. 

5. The next few screens of the wizard outline the configuration of Windows events that alter the state of 

the monitor (both healthy and unhealthy). 

Select the source of the Windows events for the event that will cause the monitor to register an 

unhealthy state (see Figure 5). For this instance, set the log to ‘Security’ either by typing the name or 

clicking ‘...’ to select the log. The Security log is where the events will appear. Click Next. 



 

Figure 5 – Choosing an event log to set monitor to “unhealthy” state 

Figure 5. Input the source of the event that uses the monitor to register an unhealthy state. 

6. In the next screen, specify the formula by which Operations Manager (OpsMgr) will match the 

unhealthy state event (see Figure 6). 

 



Figure 6. Configuring the formula for Operations Manager to use to match the unhealthy state event 

The Build Event Expression screen specifies the parameters of the event that enables Operations 

Manager to accurately detect and update the state to unhealthy when the event appears in the Security 

Event log. 

Once the event information for the unhealthy event is specified, repeat the processes illustrated in 

Figures 5 and 6. This will define the event that causes the monitor to return to a healthy state. For this 

monitor, use Event ID 0 from the Application log. Also make ‘Data collection and reporting completed 

successfully’ contained in ‘Event Description’ and ‘NetWrix AD Change Reporter’ contained in ‘Event 

Source’ using the ‘contain’ operator (see the figure 6). 

7.  After these steps are completed, click Next and the Configure Health screen displays (see Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7. Configuring the health monitor. 

Specify the severity of the different states of the monitor. Change the First Event Raised option 

(unhealthy event) to ‘Critical’ and leave the Second Event Raised option (healthy event) as ‘Healthy’. 

Click Next. 

8.  In the final screen of the Configure a unit monitor Wizard, specify if the monitor will generate an alert 

(see figure 8). 



 

Figure 8. The Configure Alerts screen. 

For this monitor, choose to create an alert. Check the Generate alerts for this monitor check box. A 

number of options appear below. Leave the default settings. 

9. Click Create. Creating the monitor will take several seconds. The monitor will be visible and accessible 

in the console (Figure 9-a). 

 

Figure 9-a. Searching for a created Monitor  

 



Creating Alert View 
 

It is also possible to create a dedicated View to track alerts from the monitor created above. To do so, 

please go to the ‘Monitoring’ tab, right-click the ‘Monitoring’ node -> New -> Alert View. Enter a name 

(e.g. “NetWrix AD, GP and Exchange alerts views), description and fill in Criteria in the following manner 

(see the picture 9-b): 

- Set ‘Show data related to’ to ‘Windows Domain Controller’ values (use Browse button) 

- Specify condition ‘with specific resolution state’ to ‘new’ 

- Specify condition ‘create by specific sources’ to ‘NetWrix active Directory, Group Policy and 

Exchange Changes Alert’ 

 

Figure 9-b. Creating a ‘View’  



 

Creating Automatically Running Diagnostic Tasks 
10.  Diagnostic tasks are automatically created and run when the alerts are raised. In our case it is 

necessary to launch AD Change Reporter for data gathering and delivery of e-mails containing 

changes information to admins. Select the monitor recently created, right click it and chose 

Properties (see Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10 – Adding a diagnostic task   

11. Chose the ‘Discovery and Recovery’ tab. Under “Configure diagnostic tasks”, click ‘Add’ (See Figure 

11). 

 

Figure 11 – Choosing a diagnostic task type  

Choose ‘Run Command’ and click Next. 



12. Enter a name and description (see Figure 12). ‘Run GPO Change Snapshot’ is used as an example. 

 

Figure 12 – Setting general parameters of a diagnostic task   

Click Next. 

13.  Enter the full path to the File (e.g. c:\WINDOWS\system32\schtasks.exe), Parameters (e.g. /run /TN 

"NetWrix Management Console - Active Directory Change Reporter - om%test" ), Working Directory 

information (see Figure 13). The software runs the Windows Task Scheduler with the ‘RUN’and ‘TN’ 

options. 

 

Figure 13 - Settings Command-line parameters for a diagnostic task   

Click Create. Wait several seconds. Then click ‘Apply’ and ‘Ok’. 



 

Creating Action Tasks 
Two Event Tasks in the console can be run when an alert is generated. The first task is needed to launch 

the Report Viewer. The second is needed to launch the AD Restore Wizard. The command line options 

are used to launch these modules.  

 

14.  At the ‘Authoring’ section, right click ‘Tasks’ and then select ‘Create a task’. 

15.  Creating the first task: AD Change Reporter Report Viewer to launch the Report Viewer Tool: 

From the list in Figure 14, select the Event command line. Also, select the destination management 

pack.  

 

Figure 14 – Creating an action task 

Click Next. 

16. Enter a name and description for the new task (see Figure 15). 



 

Figure 15 – General properties of the Viewer task 

Click Next. 

17. Enter Application, Parameters and Working Directory names for the new task (see Figure 16).  

 

Figure 16 – Command-line properties of the Viewer  task 

Then click Create. 

 



18.  Creating the task: AD Restore Wizard to launch the NetWrix AD Objects Restore Wizard: 

Create a new Task. From the list in Figure 17, select Event command line. Also, select the destination 

management pack.  

 

Figure 17 - General properties of the Restore Wizard task 

Click Next. 

20. Enter a Task Name and Description for the new task (see Figure 18). 

 

Figure 18 - General properties of the Restore Wizard task 



Click Next. 

21.  Enter  Application, Parameters and Working Directory information for the new task (see Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19 - Command-line properties of the Restore Wizard task 

Then click Create. 

22. Results can be seen in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 – All tasks list  


